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ON A TYPE OF PLANE UNICURSAL CURVE
BY HAROLD HILTON

The type considered is that which meets the sides of a
real triangle in points whose parameters have at most three
distinct values. If we take the triangle as triangle of
reference, and suitable homogeneous coordinates, we may
suppose any point (x, y, z) on the curve given by the equations
(1)

| y = {t—a)Ht-P)Ht

— r)r*,

where
(2) p i + q±+ r± = p2 + q2 + r2 = p3 + q$ + n = n,
where n is the degree of the curve.
In this, one of the quantities px, p2, p$ is zero and the
other two are zero or positive integers; and so for ql9 q2, q3
and ru r2, r 3 .
We may denote the curve (1) symbolically by the array
I Pi P2 PS

(3)

îi g2 q*

I n r2 rs
or, as it may be written to save space,
(4)

(jpi qx ru

p2 q2 r2,

p3 q* rs).

It is evident that (a) each row of (3) contains at least
one zero, (6) the sum of the elements in each column is n,
(c) no two columns are identical, (d) we get no essentially
distinct curve, if we interchange two rows or interchange
two columns.
The first problem that suggests itself is to find the number
of essentially distinct curves of the required type; i. e., to
find the number of distinct arrays (3) subject to the restrictions just mentioned. We content ourselves with giving the
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result in the form of a table, the first column giving the
array (4), and the last two giving the number of distinct
curves when n is odd or even.
Note that in this table
(
= nj
pJt-p=qJtQ

(5)

X + p + v^n,

I

ƒ is not less than F, g, G, h, or H.
Array

» odd

(»00, 0»0, 00»)
(pPO, 0»0, 00»)
(OpP, 0»0, 00»)
i?>P
ll>-V
{Xfiv, 0«0, 00»)
(pPO, qQO, 00») p>Q; p>P,q
(OpP, qQO, 00»)
(Apt», qQO, 00») X>ft or
X=H, q>Q
(fFQ,fOF,OFf)
f>F
(JF0,F0f,0fF)
f>F

1
n—1

(f/O, fOf, Off)

0
i(n-l) (»-3)
J(n-1) ( n - 8 )
i(n-l) (n-8)
J(n-1) (n-8)
J(n-1) (n-8)
0
!(»—1)(»—3)(»—5)

(fFO,fOF,OhS) f>F;f>h^H
(fF0,F0f,0hR)
<JFO,gOG,OFf) f>F; f>g^G
(fFO,gOG,OgG) f>g,G;g*G
(fFO,gOG,OGg) f>g,G;g*G
(fFO, gOg, gOg)
(fFO,gOG,OhH)

» even
1
M

1

K«-D
i(»-D*
S(»-D*
2

Ïn
J»(n—2)
Jn(n—2)
(rc-D 2

K»-i) 2 («—2)
i(»-i)
l(»-l)

Jn(n — 2)2

(»—l)

i(n-2)
|(n-2)
1
|n(n —2)

i(^-2) 2
|n(»—2)
K»—2) (n—4)
K»—2) ( n - 4 )
|(n-2)
|(n—2)(» —3)(n—4)

There are in all j^n(5n 2 +7) distinct curves, if w is odd,
and ~ n ( n 2 + 2 ) , if n is even. In this, however, may be
included some curves of degree less than n if two rows
of (3) are proportional. This can only be the case, if the
curve belongs to the type (OpP, OnO, OOn) and p and n
have a common factor, or to the type (2^r, qQO, OOn) and q
is a multiple of n', where vln — v'ln' and vf is prime to n'.
For n = 3, there are 13 cubics, 4 cuspidal, 4 crunodal,
and 5 acnodal.
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For n = 4, there are 29 quartics, excluding (022,040,004),
which is a conic. Of these, 8 have a superlinear branch
of order three, 3 have a cusp-linear triple point, 6 have
a rhamphoid cusp and another double point, 2 have a crunode
and two acnodes, 2 have a cusp and two acnodes, 2 have
two cusps and an acnode, 1 has three cusps, and 5 have
three acnodes.
Among them we may note the following, whose equations
are given referred to the triangle with its vertices at the
double points:
(211, 040, 004), 3 (yV+z*x*+a?y*) +
(310, 130,
(031, 220,
(211, 130,
(310, 202,
(310, 202,

2xyg(2V2x
+2V~2y + z)=0,
004),
(x2—6xy +
y2)z2+x2y2=0,
004),
z2(x—yf—4:xyz(x + y) + l6x2y2 = 0,
004), z{3(x + y)+Vb(x-y)}{(x
+ y)z + xy}
+ 2x2y2=0,
2 2
2 2
2 2
013), y z +z x +x y +xyz(x—2y—2z)
= 0,
022),
y2z2+z2x2+x2y2—2xyz{x
+ y) = 0.

It will be noticed that the curve obtained by the quadratic
transformation, which consists in replacing x, y, z by 1/x,
1/y, \lz in (1), is a curve of the same type.
Without loss of generality we may suppose that in (1)
the numerically greatest of p2—P^ Ps—Pi, • • • ? ^i—^2 is
n—rl9 and that r3>r2^:r1 = 0, pt—Ps^Qi—#3. We may
then put (1) in the form
(6)
x = ta{t-lf, y = Ht—W, z = 1,
on replacing t by
{y(fi — a)t-a(fi—y)}
-f- {(fi—a)t — (fi—y)},
and replacing x, y, z by suitable multiples of themselves.
In (6) we have
(7)

a

= jpi—p 8 , & = Ï1—QSJ c=p2—ps,

(8) a>b^0,

d = q2— qs,

(a+b)>(c + d)>0, b + c^O, a + d^O,

in virtue of the restrictions which we have supposed to
hold between p±, p2,...,
r3.
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The sides of the triangle of reference meet the curve
only where t — 0, 1, or oo. We shall suppose excluded the
case ad = be, when the curve becomes the well known type
x:y:z

=

f*:1?:l.

The tangent to (6) is
(9)t~a(t—l)-b{(c+d)t—c}x—
t~c(t—l)-d{(a + b)t—a}y
+ {(a + b—c—d)t — (a—c)} z = 0.
The inflexions, other than t = 0, 1, oo, are given by
(10)
{(a + b — c—d)t—(a—c)} {(a + b)t—a) {(c + d)t—c)}
+ (ad—bc)t(t—l) = 0.
We see that the degree n of (6) is a+b if c > 0 , d > 0 ;
a + b—d if c > 0 , d < 0 ; a+b—c if d>0, c < 0 .
The class is in general the greatest of

a + b + 1, a + d + \, b + c + 1.
It may be less than this by unity in certain cases, e. g.,
if a + b = c + d.
The knowledge of the degree and class, combined with
the fact that the deficiency is zero, gives the Plücker's
numbers of the curve.
If ABC is the triangle whose sides are met by (6) in
points whose parameters are 0, 1, oo, we have from (9)
and (10) the following result.
From each of A, B, C at most one tangent can be drawn
touching the curve at a point not lying on a side of the
triangle ABC, and the number of these tangents is equal
to the number of inflexions which do not lie on the sides
of the triangle.
This number is three at most, but can be two, one, or
zero, if one or more of
a+b — c — d, c+d, b, c, d, a—c, b — d
is zero. For instance, the type (ffO, f Of, Off), in which
c + d, b, and a — c are zero, has no inflexion except at
the vertices of ABC It is a curve with three superlinear
branches of order ƒ, and includes the case ot the threecusped hypocycloid.
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The only other type with no inflexion except those on
a side of the triangle ABC is (n00f 0^0, OOn), discussed
in MESSENGER OF MATHEMATICS, vol. 49 (1920), p. 132. Another interesting type is (fFO, FOf OfF), discussed in
this BULLETIN, vol. 29 (1923), p. 303. We may also note
the type (fFO, FfO, OOn) with two real inflexions if
/ ^ i ( w + V w ) , especially the case in which f=n—
1,
The number of sextactic points not on a side of the
triangle ABC is twelve or less.
If a node of (6) has parameters h and £2 (not 0,1, or oo) and
(11)

tJh = «,

(k — l)/(t2 — 1) = S2,

we have w and ^ + 1, « ^ 42, while
œaQ* = 1, cocnd = 1.

(12)
These give
(13)
whence
(14)

«e = l ? S2* = l ? where s =

ad—le,

tx = «(1 — Si)/(ct> — fl), U = (1 — £)/(» — St\

It is at once seen that the values of k and t2 given
by (12), (13), (14) are complex and that the corresponding
values of x and y given by (6) are real. Hence we have
the following result.
The only point-singularities of the curve other than those
on the sides of the triangle ABC are real acnodes.
If we take
(15)
co = e 2 h * i l s , 42 = e 2 k n i l B ,
the equation (12) becomes
(16)

ha + M = 0 (mod e), hc-\-hd = 0 (mod s)

and the acnodes are given on finding values of h and h
between 1 and e — 1 satisfying (16). We may simplify
(16) by putting
a = Xa±, c=Xc\j b—pit, d=[td1, € = Xf^€1 = X^(aid±— &i<?i),
where a1 is prime to cx and b± to dx.
21
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from (16), on eliminating h or k, that h = [tht, k = lku
where h± and k± are integral, and we get
(17) hid! +fei&i= 0 (mod <?i), h^ + fei^i = 0 (mod et).
The nature of the singularities on the sides of the triangle
ABC is readily determined. For instance, suppose in (6)
c >• a > 0. Then (6) gives an expansion for t in ascending
powers of x1/a, and thence we get for y an expansion of
the form
c a
10
a
)
y = x > {a +fix ' *+ yx^ H
in general, fixing the nature of the singularity for which
t is zero.
BEDFORD COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF LONDON

SURFACES WITH ORTHOGONAL LOCI OF THE
CENTERS OF GEODESIC CURVATURE OF AN
ORTHOGONAL SYSTEM*
BY MALCOLM FOSTER

We consider a surface 8 referred to any orthogonal
system. Let Ot and G* be the centers of geodesic curvature
of the curves u = const, and v = const, respectively,
through any point M of 8. As M is displaced over the
entire surface the loci of 0± and 02 will in general be
two surfaces St and S2, corresponding elements of which
are those which result from a common displacement of If.
We ask: What are the surfaces 8 for which the surfaces
St and S2 correspond with orthogonality of linear elements?
The condition that the displacements of C± and C2 be
orthogonal for every displacement of M, is that the absolute
displacements of these points in the directions of the axes
of the moving trihedral at M satisfy the relation
(1)

2 dxi ÖX2 = 0,

* Presented to the Society, April 28, 1923.
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